What’s New in the *AMA Manual of Style*?
examples. New to the 11th edition will be the SI convention of inserting a space between the number and the degree symbol in measures of temperature, such as in “temperature of 37.5 °C” (not “37.5°C”).

Technical Information
Information on typography, tagging, and display will be combined into a single chapter. The new edition will also include discussions of XML and the JAMA Network single-source workflow.

Guidelines such as those of the Committee on Publication Ethics and the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE) will be added to the Resources section. In the publishing glossary, terms such as CD-ROM and fax will be removed; cloud, IP address, and others will be added.

Editorial Assessment
Corrections
Retraction and replacement is a new option for correcting some published articles. Twenty-one percent of retractions occur because of errors, not misconduct, said Flanagin. Pervasive errors are mistakes (such as coding errors) that occur before the data are analyzed, propagating incorrect numbers throughout the manuscript. Retraction and replacement, which does not carry the stigma of full retraction, is available for articles with pervasive errors that change the findings. In these cases, journals can publish an author’s letter of explanation; replace the article, retaining the original DOI but not adding a retraction watermark; and publish a PDF with corrections highlighted.

Authorship
The new edition will update authorship roles (Table 3). JAMA Network journals have begun to accept some requests for shared first authorship. Two corresponding authors can be listed in some cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Updated Authorship Roles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contributors</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Authors</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Collaborators</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group Authors</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data Sharing and Access
The ICMJE now requires data sharing statements for articles reporting clinical trial results, as outlined in the *AMA Manual of Style*. The new edition will also include discussions of public access models (no author fee, journal holds copyright), open access models (article processing charge, author holds copyright), and predatory journals.

Finding Style Updates
Updates are posted on the *AMA Manual of Style* website. Readers can ask style questions on Twitter (@AMAManual) and read about scientific communication topics at the AMA Style Insider blog.

For more details from the conference presentation, see the session slides on the AMWA website (https://www.amwa.org/page/2018sessions).
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